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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

August 2006

K. Nordsieck

This RSS monthly report summarizes the RSS status as of August 31, 2006.

Optics and Testing

�  Ultraviolet throughput testing.
- Out of focus images through the 340 nm interference filter indicate that the UV throughput

loss is relatively uniform over the pupil.  Previously acquired flatfields indicate that it is
also uniform over the field.

- All procured and machined parts for the RSS throughput testing jig have been received and
the jig has been assembled.  The system is being tested in preparation for a trip by the
UW team to South Africa 18 - 30 Sept, 2006.

�  Ghost/ Flatfield testing.
- We are awaiting a set of RSS flatfield and sky flat tests before continuing with the

interference filter ghost analysis.  
- The ghost model has been updated to predict the ghost intensity for flat field and point

sources, as a function of wavelength within the interference filter bandpass and the
bandpass shape and angle sensitivity.  We are awaiting data from the filter manufacturer
to construct a ZEMAX NonSequential Component (NSC) model to verify this model.

- We studied possible field flattener redesigns which might mitigate the ring ghost.  Under
the assumption that modifications would not be made to the camera itself (which would
be a very major instrument reconstruction), no such redesigns seem to be justified.  The
study included variations in the flattener placement, surface radii, thickness, and material.

- We plan during the September test run to inspect and measure the dewar window surface
reflectivity in order to verify the conclusion so far, which is that this surface must be
degraded substantially from the specification in order to explain the intensity of the
ghost.

�  MOS mode testing (extracted from report by M. Gopal and P. Vaisanen).  A pilot attempt to do
MOS observations was made on NGC 6705, the week of Aug 1 - 8.  
- There are clearly sign-convention errors between the sky and the masks cut by the laser-

cutting machine.  (This has been subsequently traced to a combination of issues with the
slitmask creation tool and the telescope pointing system - khn).

- There appears to be a rotation offset of ~0.5 degree on the sky from what the telescope
thinks is the N-S line. 

- *Currently* we found the easiest way to acquire MOS fields involves a manual process
which  might take 15-20 minutes of the track (without tracker failures).  There are
obviously many small things which need to work better, or which need to be installed
before MOS acquisition becomes 'efficient'. But it is workable even now.
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- The java-tool to define slit masks works fine, slits can be defined, and the G-Code it
outputs works fine with the laser-cutter machine in CT.

- Despite some power concerns, the laser-cutter itself performs in a totally satisfactory way
with both MOS masks and long-slits.

Mechanical

�  Grating Mechanism.  A �preload plate� is being developed to reduce the grating flexure which
contributes to a large spectrum motion perpendicular to the dispersion, especially for large
articulation angles.  The preload plate has been fabricated, and a necessary modification to
the grating fork will be performed during the RSS test period, when the fork must be
removed anyway.

�  Beamsplitter Mechanism.  The beamsplitter inserter mechanism is being redesigned to
accommodate rotating the beamsplitter 90° while mounted on the telescope. Parts are now in
machining and are expected to be done and assembled this week.

�  Slit Mask Mechanism.  The slitmask mechanism is being redesigned to eliminate the jamming
which plagued its early operations.  It will allow for an easier and more robust alignment of
the magazine, elevator, and inserter, and will improve the sensor interlocks.  The new design
has been completed and blessed in a design review on 25 July.  Drawings are currently being
produced and parts have been ordered.  A design for a slit mask storage cabinet has been
finished.

�  Articulation Mechanism.  A �fall arrester� has been devised which guarantees a fail-safe
method of preventing catastrophic damage or injury in case the camera articulation
mechanism fails during an articulation.  It was found that one of the fall arrester brackets,
after removal of material to clear an interference, no longer had sufficient margin against
failure.  Drawings for a redesigned bracket have been sent to UW for machining.

Control

�  Waveplate control.  Diagnosis continues on the waveplate rotation homing problem. 
Diagnosis software supplied by the encoder vendor that works at UW does not work at the
instrument. We plan to bring to South Africa the UW encoder control spares and cabling, to
attempt to see where the problem is.

�  PCON software (Anthony Koeslag).  A Software Requirements Document is being written to
define requirements for high-level control of the instrument from the TCS.

�  SALT IRAF package.  
- UW continues work on developing a procedure for making RSS bad pixel masks.  We are

awaiting feedback from SALT (Alexei Kniasev) on similar work that has been done
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there.
- UW is working with SALT (Roy Emmerich/ Martin Still) to plan the UW polarimetry

subpackage.  It is anticipated that this addition would involve stand-alone pre- and post-
processors, written in PyRAF, that would allow use of the regular SALT spectroscopic
package.

Management

� The RSS team (SALT, UW, and RU) continues to have weekly telecons, with special topic
telecons in between as necessary.

�  The Quarter 4, 2005 Quarterly Report was finished. This incorporated an extension of the
budget period to 30 June, 2007 to accommodate an Extended Commissioning Phase.

Activities for next month

�  Testing
- Finish testing the UV throughput test jig at UW.
- Travel to South Africa and perform the throughput tests on RSS.
- Obtain ghost images to verify the ring ghost identification and to quantify the ghosts for

different filters and spectra.
- Develop a full ghost/ flatfield model using ZEMAX Non-Sequential Component mode.

�  Mechanical
- Install grating rotator preload.
- Fabricate and install beamsplitter inserter.
- Procure parts and fabricate slitmask mechanism modification.
- Implement articulation fall arrester.

�  Control
- Finish PCON Software Requirements Document.
- Diagnose waveplate rotation encoder homing and repeatability issues.
- Diagnose and fix PDET �hanging� problem.
- Begin design of IRAF Polarimetry module.

�  Management
- Continue development of RSS commissioning schedule.
- Finish Quarter 1, 2006 Quarterly Report.




